Mitochondrial Diseases in Humans[1]


Mitochondrial diseases in humans[5] result when the small organelles called mitochondria, which exist in all human cells, fail to function normally. The mitochondria contain their own mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) separate from the cell's nuclear DNA (nDNA). The main function of mitochondria is to produce energy for the cell. They also function in a diverse set of mechanisms such as calcium hemostasis, cell signaling, regulation[6] of programmed cell death (apoptosis[7]), and biosynthesis of heme proteins that carry oxygen. When mitochondria fail to fulfill those functions properly in the cell, many different maladies, including death, can occur. Humans inherit mitochondria from the mother through the egg[8] cell, and all the mtDNA molecules in a person are identical to each other. But the mutation rate is much higher in the mtDNA than in nuclear DNA, and some individuals may have more than one type of mtDNA. As egg cells develop, they divide via a process called meiosis[9]. As egg cells divide, mitochondria of different types can randomly segregate in some new cells but not in others. As a result, two offspring from the same female might differ in their types of mitochondria. Random amounts of the two mitochondria types can lead to some offspring inheriting a mitochondrial disease or developmental abnormalities while others are normal.

In general, when mitochondria malfunction and fail to produce energy, the results affect high metabolism tissues like nervous systems, muscles, kidneys, and livers. Researchers associate mitochondrial diseases with a spectrum of symptoms in humans[5], including blindness, deafness, dementia, movement disorders, weakness, cardiac failure, diabetes, renal dysfunction, and liver disease. Many mitochondrial diseases are neuromuscular disorders involving either muscle, brain tissue, or both. Many mitochondrial diseases occur when an individual has more than one type of mtDNA, a condition called heteroplasmy. The common feature of mitochondrial diseases is that they become more severe with age.

In 1962, Rolf Luft's group at Karolinska University in Stockholm, Sweden, published an article describing the case of a Swedish woman, who in 1959 arrived at Luft's endocrine clinic with what Luft described as the highest metabolic rate ever recorded in a human. The patient's thyroid hormone[10] levels were normal despite her high metabolic rate. The article was an early report that identified a mitochondrial disease, or an organelle disease, which caused the increased metabolism. Luft's group based their diagnosis on morphologically abnormal mitochondria from the cells in muscle biopsies, abnormal biochemical energy production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and clinical uncontrolled muscle metabolism. The researchers named the abnormal mitochondria as ragged red fibers. The patient had suffered from the disorder from the age of seven. There was no cure for the patient and she committed suicide in the 1970s.

In 1963, Margit M. K Nass and Sylvan Nass, who worked at the Wenner-Gren Institute for Experimental Biology at the University of Stockholm, Sweden, discovered DNA in mitochondria. The work provided evidence that mitochondria were once free-living cells that took up residence inside another cell in a process called endosymbiosis.

In the 1970s, Salvatore DiMauro at the University of Pennsylvania[11] in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, reported another case of what was then called Luft's disease. By 2011, DiMauro reported that Luft's disease was the rarest of all mitochondria diseases, with only two cases reported as of 2011. From 1962 to 1988, doctors used three criteria to identify mitochondrial disorders. The criteria were abnormal morphology[12] of the mitochondria in muscle biopsies, biochemistry of isolated mitochondria energy production of ATP, and clinical features such as seizures, dementia, migraine, and stroke-like episodes.

In 1988 Anita Harding and coworkers at the Institute of Neurology in London, UK, described single nucleotide deletions in mtDNA in cases of heart muscle diseases, called mitochondrial myopathies. In the same year Douglas C. Wallace and coworkers at Emory University School of Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia, described point mutations in a mtDNA gene in a human family with a history of Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy, called LHON disease. Some symptoms in people with mitochondrial myopathies are weakness, fatigue, dementia, deafness, and often seizures. LHON is a disease of degeneration of the retinal ganglia, which leads to loss of central vision and blindness. After 1988, researchers began to indicate that many other neurological and muscle diseases related to mtDNA deletions, changes in single base pairs (point mutations), and rearrangements of mtDNA sequences. Diagnoses of mitochondrial diseases remained rare, but scientists discovered pathogenic mutations in mtDNA at the rate of ten mutations per year from 1989 to 2001.

Researchers considered mitochondrial disorders as rare, but epidemiological studies by several groups in the early twenty-first century such as Mar Tulin's group in Sweden, David Thorburn in Australia, and Douglas Turnbull and Patrick Chinnery in the United Kingdom, suggested otherwise. All groups concluded that mtDNA diseases occur in about one in 5,000 individuals. The
Mitochondrial disorders arise at any age from mutations in the nuclear DNA and from defects in mtDNA. Scientists claim that the precise prevalence of mitochondria disorders is difficult to judge because the disorder often affects only one tissue or cell type. In the twenty-first century, the list of diseases linked to mitochondrial dysfunctions grew. Treatment options mostly involve alleviating the symptoms of the disease as opposed to curing the mitochondrial disease itself.

Researchers said that the use of prenatal diagnosis [13] and pre-implantation [14] genetic testing to detect mutated mtDNA is difficult because there can be heteroplasmy of parental and mutated mtDNA, thus giving mixed results. One way to prevent defective mitochondria from transmitting from mother to offspring is to use assisted reproduction technologies. One of these methods is cytoplasmic transfer or ooplasmic transfer, in which scientists transfer a small amount of cytoplasm from a healthy donor egg [8] cell to a patient's fertilized-egg [8] cell to restore mitochondria competence [15].

In 1982, Audrey Muggleton-Harris, David G. Whittingham and Lynette Wilson in Surrey, UK, performed an early mammalian cytoplasmic transfer in mice. In 1997, Jacques Cohen at Saint Barnabas Medical, Livingston in New Jersey, and coworkers at Tel Hashomer Hospital in Tel-Aviv, Israel, announced the birth of an infant with the first human cytoplasmic transfer. From 1997 to 2003 approximately thirty children were born after cytoplasmic transfers. The 1982 and 1997 procedures enabled the possibility of mtDNA heteroplasmy in the resulting offspring, however, Cohen reported that maternal mtDNA replaced donor mtDNA by the sixteenth week of gestation [16].

To prevent children from inheriting mitochondrial diseases, scientists can combine parental DNA with mtDNA from a third party. The resultant offspring have nuclear DNA from mother and father and mtDNA from a donor. By the early twenty-first century, scientists had developed at least two techniques to produce such results. In one technique, called maternal spindle transfer, scientists removed from an unfertilized egg [8] with defective mitochondria the chromosomes and the fibers that pull the chromosomes apart, called the mitotic spindle. The scientists then transplanted the chromosome and mitotic spindle into an unfertilized donor egg [8] that had had its mitotic spindle removed, and then they fertilized the egg [8] in vitro [17]. In the second technique, called pronuclear transfer, scientists took the egg [8] with defective mitochondria and fertilized it in vitro [17]. The researchers then removed from the fertilized egg [18] the pronucleus of the sperm [18] cell and the pronucleus of the egg [8] cell, before they fused together. They then transferred the pronuclei to a donor egg [8] that also had had its pronucleus removed.

In the UK, Douglass M. Turnbull's group at Newcastle University, in Newcastle upon Tyne, used the pronuclear transfer technique on defective human eggs. In 2010, Turnbull's group reported that a minority of treated eggs developed normally from six to eight days. Shoukhrat Mitalipov's group at the Oregon Health & Sciences University in Portland, Oregon, used the maternal spindle transfer technique on rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta [20]) in 2009, which resulted in the births of three healthy monkeys. In 2012, the group published a paper in which they described a process that used pronuclear transfer with human oocytes.

Technologies such as pronuclear transfer highlight ethical dimensions to mitochondrial inheritance. Scientists use human embryos for research, which some people claim is unethical. Furthermore, some argue that when researchers replenish damaged mitochondria in one egg [8] with the healthy mitochondria from another, it causes a three-parent union that some consider unnatural. By 2014, governments in the UK and the US debated whether or not to allow pronuclear transfer procedures.
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